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When we optimization experts talk
about “making things personal,”
we don’t just mean introducing
personality into your copy or taglines.

In its essence, you can make things personal for users by
tailoring their experience on your website. This can be at
almost any stage of the user journey, and our specially selected
case studies should clue you in as to how it’s achieved.
What unites the subjects of these three case studies is their

No, no, here at AB Tasty, we take personalization as literally as

approach to personalizing rewards, promotions and offers. All

possible. Personalization techniques focus on identifying the

understand the importance of using these to keep customers

requirements of your users. By holding up a mirror to specific

coming back for more. They also understand how important

user groups and understanding what they need, and what

it is to cater to these different user groups, who may have

you can do to ensure they are served with the content most

different requirements of a site.

relevant to them.
Some things are just better when they are made personal. A
So how do you prep for making things personalized? Our

bouquet of flowers is a beautiful thing on its own, but with a

advice is to focus on a few key areas. First, identify who you

card, and a message, it takes on meaning. As marketers, data

are targeting – new users? Repeat customers? Loyalty card

analysts, and optimization experts, we constantly strive to give

holders? Then, look at where they are coming from – through

meaning to our messages. Personalizing that user journey can

the homepage? Email marketing? Or other site links? Finally,

go some of the way to letting your target market know just

and this is perhaps the most important step, identify how you

how special they are.

can ensure that they feel special.
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Conrad

Personalization

Utilizing a two-pronged approach
to personalize shopping offers

As the old adage goes: Everyone loves a bargain. This is

to utilize our personalization tools. These would enable them

particularly applicable to online retail, where deals from a

to direct different promos towards different user groups.

competitor may be only a few short searches away. So, once
you’ve earned your ideal customer, how can you keep them

This was to be done in two ways. Firstly, via a time-limited

interested? More importantly, how can you stop them from

incentive that would only appear to users who had a shopping

straying towards the competition?

cart valued at less than 50€. Secondly, with a clever outreach
email that would adapt promos onsite in response to

Incentivizing your customers can be a great way to ensure

corresponding clicked-on offers. In essence: users would be

repeat business. Adding a restriction to this incentive, such as

tailoring the site content to fit their needs.

a timeframe in which it may be redeemed, can also encourage
users to stay loyal.

The results show that this personalized approach to marketing

These kinds of offers were the focal point for testing

campaigns can be highly effective. In fact, the promo email

undertaken by French electronics retailer, Conrad. However,

approach saw conversions increase by 12% in comparison

as well as exploring the impact of these offers, Conrad wanted

with other campaigns.

CLASSIC PERSONALIZATION: SURPRISE GIFT
WITH PURCHASE FROM CONRAD

2ND VERSION OF WEBSITE: "SURPRISE GIFT"

The takeaway
Personalizing both ends of the conversion funnel can be a game changer. Think outside the box. You can begin personalizing the user journey long before your users
reach your website via a cleverly thought-out email campaign. When your savvy offers have drawn the customer in, then apply other personalized approaches such as
a prompt to increase shopping cart spend.
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Photobox

Personalization

Targeting webpage design
variations at new users

Customer acquisition. Two words that only hint at the level

being presented with too many options for navigation and

of complexity, time, and investment that is required to attract

registration when first entering the site. As well as a left-hand

new visitors. It is estimated that earning a new customer

menu, there were also several CTA statements, taglines, a

can cost five times more than retaining an old one. It’s a no-

promo offer, imagery and a registration form. In this instance,

brainer that you want to cater to both. But how can you do this

perhaps it was just a bit too much.

effectively? How do you meet the needs of a new user while
ensuring you don’t alienate repeat customers?

Using our personalization plugins and tools, Photobox could
serve updated versions of the homepage to new users only.

This is particularly paramount when offering a service that

These were much more pared back, exploring the impact of

may require different levels of user engagement depending on

removing that elaborate registration form and making way for

their familiarity with your site tools and UX. Photobox is one

a larger welcome image. CTA text size was also increased, and

of these specialized service providers, offering digital photo

offers highlighted better.

printing with options to memorialize pictures on a product
range. They wanted to optimize their conversion rate on a

After just one week of the test being implemented, a picture

key landing page, by serving up different versions to new and

of the results started to emerge. By the end, 80,000 users had

repeat users.

been assigned to the test. The new version saw registrations

The first challenge was to identify areas that could present

increase by 14%. As well as this, overall website conversions

a problem to new users. One fear was that users were

increased by 3.2%.
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The takeaway
Regard new and repeat site users as two different entities, with two different needs.
On the one hand, you have a user who is familiar with your site and wants to login
and even convert as smoothly as possible. On the other, you have the new user who
is perhaps unsure of how your site works and how to get the most out of your service.
Stop trying to establish a balancing act between the two and instead personalize
these two separate user journeys from the get-go.
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Sephora

Personalization

Promoting a custom offer
to loyalty card holders

Branded loyalty programs can be a great way to guarantee

program was personalized towards users on the website.

customer retention. What’s not so obvious however, is how
many intricacies can be involved in ensuring these sorts of

A hypothesis was developed that would extrapolate info from

programs keep customers engaged. Statistics have shown that

the data layer to recognize whether a user possessed a loyalty

the use of physical loyalty cards declined in 2016. And that’s

card. By then serving promo offers to this targeted profile, it

not all. With each development in mobile and web technology,

would not only reward customers – it would hopefully lead to

it becomes more important to reach out to users on their terms.

more transactions.
Using A/B testing, Sephora was able to explore the impact

Global cosmetics retailer Sephora wanted to carry out testing

of serving a banner-style promotion to this lead demographic

that explored these sorts of issues. Possessing physical shop

of loyal users. The test itself only took about an hour to

locations as well as a website, their loyalty scheme worked to

implement. The results however, showed a clear preference

bridge the gap between these two entities. However, Sephora

for the personal – with transactions increasing by 16%. It goes

wanted to take things a step further, ensuring that their rewards

to show; a little reward can go a long way!
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The takeaway
Customer loyalty extends beyond your bricks-and-mortar stores, so be sure to take
rewards with it. Sephora’s case study serves to highlight the importance of integrating
all avenues of the customer shopping experience. Don’t just stop at linking up your
loyalty rewards with a website or app. By tailoring site content towards users with
loyalty cards, Sephora could continue their high level of customer service from shop
floor to online store.
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AB Tasty is an all-inclusive tool for website and conversion rate
optimization, personalization, user engagement, and A/B and MVT
testing. We serve as your digital lab, equipped with all the tools you
need to create quick experiments that will help you better understand
your users and customer journeys. We help you make fast, data-driven
decisions that don’t require technical resources.
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